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QUESTION 1
Which option is the benefit of Cisco ACE solution?
A. minimum scalability for application delivery
B. infrastructure simplification
C. centralized management for all application teams
D. completely isolated from network thus providing easy management
Correct Answer: B
Ref http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/interfaces-modules/ace-application- control-enginemodule/prod_white_paper0900aecd80458698.html

QUESTION 2
Where is a typical request in the Cisco UCS XML API placed in the data management engine, and, after the request is
confirmed, what is updated?
A. The request is placed in the transactor queue in FIFO order and the management information tree is updated.
B. The request is placed in the replicator and persistifier and the store is updated.
C. The request is placed in the data management engine and the application gateway is updated.
D. The request is placed in the buffer queue and the commit buffer queue is updated.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 3
SNMPv3 authorizes management operations only by configured users and encrypts SNMP messages. Which
authentication protocols does Cisco NX-OS Software use for SNMPv3? (Choose two.)
A. NMAC-SHA-96 authentication protocol
B. HMAC-MD5-96 authentication protocol
C. Community String Match protocol
D. NMAC-MD5-96 authentication protocol
E. HMAC-SHA-96 authentication protocol
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 4
You plan to add a new VLAN to your updating service profile template. Assuming that the default maintenance policy is
configured, which statement about applying this change is true?
A. The change will be applied immediately once the blade is rebooted.
B. The change will be deferred until the user acknowledges.
C. The change will be applied immediately with no disruption to any bound service profiles.
D. The change will generate an impact summary message.
E. The change will require all bound service profiles to be unbound.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 5
The persistent storage service (PSS) is used by which function?
A. storage of log files across reloads of the system
B. storage of license files in the backplane EEPROM
C. storage of the process-specific state for stateful process recovery
D. storage of core dump files from crashed processes
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
Which three functions are performed by the iSCSI login? (Choose three.)
A. Enable a TCP connection for iSCSI use.
B. Negotiate redundant path information between the target and the initiator.
C. Negotiate the session\\'s parameters.
D. Mark the connection as belonging to an iSCSI session.
E. Enable a UDP connection for iSCSI use.
Correct Answer: ACD

QUESTION 7
What is the appliance port used to connect to in a Cisco Unified Computing System?

A. Fibre Channel storage
B. UCS C-Series servers
C. NFS storage
D. UCS chassis
E. Other fabric interconnect
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 8
A Cisco switch has this configuration for a port channel connecting to an ESXi using dual NICs and is intended for use
with an N1Kv. Interface fastethernet 1/10 Switchport mode trunk Switchport trunk allowed vlan all Channel-group 10
mode on No shut Interface fastethernet 1/11 Switchport mode trunk Switchport trunk allowed vlan all Channel-group 10
mode on No shut Interface port-channel10 Switchport mode trunk Switchport allowed vlan all No shut Which Port
Channel configuration must be used on the Nexus 1000v port-profile?
A. MAC pinning
B. Cisco Discovery Protocol pinning
C. Mode On
D. Mode Active
E. No port channel configuration
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
Which three flow-control port states lead to enabled link flow control? (Choose three.)
A. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Enabled
B. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Desired
C. Receive port: Enabled, Transmit port: Disabled
D. Receive port: Disabled, Transmit port: Desired
E. Receive port: Desired, Transmit port: Desired
Correct Answer: ABE

QUESTION 10
Which command will allow you to display the configured QoS group and the ingress buffer allocated to each QoS

group?
A. show interface priority-flow-control
B. show interface queuing
C. show queuing interface
D. show policy-map system type queuing
E. show policy-map interface ethernet type queuing
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 11
Overlay Transport Virtualization (OTV) join interface is used to source the OTV encapsulated traffic and send it to the
Layer 3 domain of the data center network.
Which statements are true about OTV join interface? (Choose three.)
A. Join interface is a Layer 3 entity, and with the Cisco NX-OS release 6.0, it can only be defined as a physical interface,
physical subinterface, Layer 3 port channel, or Layer 3 port channel subinterface.
B. A single join interface can be defined and associated with a given OTV overlay.
C. Multiple overlays can also share the same join interface.
D. Join interface can be a loopback interface.
E. The join interface is a Layer 3 entity that can be defined as a physical interface but not as a logical one.
Correct Answer: ABC

QUESTION 12
Select and Place:

Correct Answer:
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